
Full-Cycle Software Engineering

You provide us with your vision and 
we handle the rest. DevPros will 

estimate, engineer, design, code, test, 
and launch your project. We utilize 
the most adthe most advanced security and 
engineering methodologies to 
ensure our clients build 
ROI-driven products.

Agile Team Staffing Solutions

We assist companies with 
tech shortfalls tech shortfalls by adding expert 
resources quickly. Hire a dedicated 
software developer to collaborate 
with your in-house team or to work 
as a standalone unit. We even 
support outside back-office 

software.

Strategic Partner 
If If you would like to build an application, 
upgrade an existing technology, or 

future-proof your software, DevPros has 
the proven track record, expertise, and 
talent to create your vision quickly and 

cost-effectively. We have provided hundreds 
of completed projects with competitive 
pricing and immediate pricing and immediate availability.

WHAT WE DO?
DevPros is a full-service digital 
agency and technology partner 
specializing in Direct Sales.

Customer Service

Platform

Flexibility

SME (Subject Matter Expert)

WHAT WE DO? WHY CHOOSE US?

DIRECT SELLING 
SOFTWARE
Secure. Stable. Scalable.



How quicly can we launch?
DevPros can deliver a standard website and backoffice platform 
in as little as 45 days, depending on the specific needs and 
requirements of your company. 

BBy coming on board with DevPros, we can also build a custom 
website, commission structure, and backoffice (including 
migration of your current data from other platforms) in as little 
as 90 days.  

How efficiently can devpros scale?
DDevPros' platform was designed and built with scalability in 
mind. Our professional grade platform can be tailored to small 
companies with only a few thousand members to large 
companies with hundreds of thousands of members. Here at 
DevPros, unlike other companies , we focus on your growth and 
performance, rather than hourly billing.

How simple is it to expand internationally?
DDevPros currently operates in more than 30 countries with 1 0 
different currencies. In addition to the North American market. 
our specialty is Asia, Latin America, and Australia. We have the 
ability to integrate with most reputable third party vendors 
worldwide to provide you with extremely efficient. cost 
effective, and reliable platforms. 

Is your platform mobile responsive?
UUsing the most modern technology available, DevPros' platform 
was designed from the ground up to be 1 OO'k mobile friendly 
and responsive, unlike other platforms that were built on legacy 
systems. 

Is it possible to choose my own 
merchant account?
YYes, DevPros can partner with any merchant account provider 
that has API capabilities. 

Is devpros a one-stop service provider?
DDevPros' sister companies; Riselab, Bloomberg Publishing, and 
Eventsia, collectively together become the industry's first 
one-stop service provider. In addition to your website and 
backoffice needs, we also provide video production, logistics 
and manufacturing, social media management, customer 
service, legal and accounting services.  

What makes Devpros different?
TheThere are a handful of good backoffice companies in the direct 
sales industry. However, DevPros is unique in its 
boutique-style approach, which empowers our clients with a 
modern and professional grade platform that is designed to 
handle all needs and requirements, without breaking the bank.

Can Devpros partner with our 3rd party 
vendors?
DDevPros can collaborate with any 3rd party vendor that has API 
capabilities. We have integrated with dozens of companies in 
social media, tax compliance platforms, shipping and logistics, 
and merchant account providers. 

Can we migrate from older systems? 
DDevPros has the ability to migrate your data from any old 
and/or legacy system with a few simple requirements. Our 
expert engineers and developers will help to simply and 
seamlessly migrate your data to our new-gen system. 

Can I purchase and host the system 
myself?
FFor our enterprise clients who have an in-house team, DevPros 
platform can be purchased for a one-time cost with or without 
a monthly maintenance plan.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS


